Historical Sketch of Penang in 1794
JOHN BASTIN

Part of the following document, entitled "A Historical
Sketch of the circumstances which led to the settlement
of Penang & of the Trade to the Eastward previous to,
and since that period," (1794) has already been published
in V. Harlow and F. Madden's British Colonial Devel01?ments 1774-1834: Select Documents (Oxford, 1953),
pp.59-63. In that book, however, the spelling was
modernized, and much of the colourful detail omitted, so
that it has seemed worthwhile to publish the document
in full, and to annotate certain parts of it. The original
manuscript, consisting of fifty folio-pages, is in the Horne
Miscellaneous Series (437 (6) f01.139-89) in the India
Office Library, Commonwealth Relations Office, London.
The present text has been prepared for publication from a
photostat copy kindly made for me by the Librarian of
the India Office.
According to Harlow and Madden, the:mthor of the
"'Historical Sketch" was Thomas Graham, information
about whom may be found in the series Personal Records
in the India Office Library, to which I have not had direct
access. That he was the first Resident at the Court of
Benares (1777) t, an original member of the Bengal Board
of Revenue which replaced the Revenue Committee of
1781,S and a senior member of that Board as late. as
October 1801, is known from a listing of his correspondence (1775-1801) in S.C. Hill, Catalogue ot the Horne
Miscellaneous Series ot the India Office Records (Londen,
1927), p.595; whether or not he was ,a member of the
Supreme Council in Calcutta, as Harlow and Madden
assert (p. 59n.l) , I have been unable to discover from the·
t S. Weitzman, Warren Hastings and Philip Francis (Manchester, 1929),
pp. 99, 124n. 4.
S B.B. Misra, The Central Administration of the East India Company
1773-1834 (Manchester, 1959), p.134.
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material available to me in Malaya. In any case, it is:
extraordinarily puzzling that someone with Graham's
considerable experience of the East India Company
should have composed such a badly worded document as
the one which follows for transmission to Henry Dundas,
President of the India Board of Control. That Graham
sent a copy of the "Historical Sketch" to Dundas from
Calcutta on 29 May 1795 is known from the inscription
on the manuscript; but that he himself actually wrote the
report, as stated by Harlow and Madden, is extremely
unlikely. Who, in fact, did?

In volume XXVIII, 1 (1955), pp. 37-51 of this:
Journal, KJ. Fielding published a report on Penang which
Francis Light's friend and partner, James Scott, addressed
to Dundas towards the end of 1794':'. The circumstances
in which that report was written have been discussed by
Fielding, and are connected with the uncertain future of
Penang as a British settlement at that period.t Scott's
report was entitled "A Narrative of the Circumstances,
which led to the Settling of the Island Pinang in 1786",
which is similar in wording to the full title of the
"Historical Sketch". There arc, moreover, other striking
points of similarity between the two documents. In the
first place, the opening sentences are the same ("Previous
to the Peace of 1763 we had little or no [Trade] .... ") ;
second, the basic structure of the two documents is the
same, although the "Historical Sketch" is, of course, much
longer. Other points of similarity will also strike the
reader. Compare, for example, Scott's account of the
seizure of the sloop Betsy at Riau (Fielding, p. 42) :
Inability or Inattention in Admiral Hughes, and
the Activity of the French Frigates and Island
Privateers had so far repressed Individual Adventure
as to occasion the Company's sending their own
Opium to Markett on their own Accorde and Risque.
The Betsy, Capt. Geddes, with a Cargo of this
* Egerton

MSS. 3299 (Britisl' Museum).
t See note 8 below.
.
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Opium, Arrived at Rhiow, and was there Blocked up
by a Dutch and French Ship, who Offered the King
1/3 of the plunder if he would permit them to take
her from under his Guns. He assented to this, and
Betsy and Cargo was Captured.
But a tardiness in the Dutch who were his Agents:
(for he wished to conceal his share of the transaction
from the English) in Bringing his Share to Account,
induced him to approach Malacca with a considerable force, in order to give more weight to his
demand. This, in the End, produced a Warr which
Continued Active two years, with Various Success,
and Ended in the Death of the King and Capture
of Rhiow.
.
with the account of the same incident in the "Historical
Sketch":
[Due to a] Paucity of English Frigates,
[a] number of French & Island privateers had so far
repressed individual adventure that the Company
experienced a necessity of sending their own Opium
to Market. Captn Geddes arrived at Rhio[wl with
a Cargo &was there blocked up by a French & a Dutch
Ship. [T]hey offered the King i d to permit their
taking her out of the River. [T1his was acceded to,
& Capn Geddes taken. [A] tardrness in the Dutch
in bringing this i d to the King s Treasury induced
him to approach Malacca with a considerable force,
which ended in a War, in which the King was killed,
Rhiow taken, & the Inhabitants dispersed.
Not only are the two documents similar in content;
they are also similar in English style. There can be little
doubt that they were, in fact, written by the same person:
James S~ott. This coniectur~ is strel;~tl~ene? by anum,:
. ber of mternal references m the HIstorIcal Sketch
which place its author in Penang in 1794; there is no
evidence at all to suggest that Thomas Graham was in
Penang during that year or, for that matter, at any other
time. Obviously Scott wrote two reports on the· island
1959] Royal Asiatic Society.
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in 1794; the shorter one was despatched directly to
Dundas, the longer one to Graham, who was in Calcutta.
Some personal connection between Scott and Graham
would help to reinforce this argument, and there is,
fortunately, at least one piece of evidence to establish this
connection. In the European Manuscripts of the India
Office Library there is a five-page "Description of a
Harbour or Bay behind the Island [ofl Penang in
[the] northern mouth of the Straits of Mahcca", which
was written by Scott in 1780 or 1781. (1l7 MSS. EUT.
E. 2). * In the same collection of manuscripts there is
a letter of Scott's, dated 29 Ar,ril 1781, in which he refers
to the fact that he had "left' a copy of the description
of this bay "with Mr. Thomas Graham for the inspection
()f Sir Edward Hughes", the admiral in charge of the
British East-India squadron. Obviously Graham was a
friend of Scott's who had, as early as 1781, some interest
in Penang. Presumably, because of this interest, Scott
forwarded to him his "Historical Sketch" in 1794, and
Craham, not knowing that a shorter version had been
sent to Dundas by Scott himself, despatched the document to the President of the Board of Control in the
expectation that it would be useful in influencing a
decision concerning the Company's retention of Penang.
Except for occasional changes in punctuation and
paragraphing, the text has been published without any
<Jttempt to modify Scott's individual style of writing
-or to correct his inconsistencies in spelling. Appendix A
has been prepared by Miss M. Stubbs Brown.

... G. R. Kaye and E. H. Johnston, India Office Library: Catalogue of
Manuscripts in European Languages, Volume II, Part II. Minor
Collections and Miscellaneous Manuscipts (London, 1937), p. 486.
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A Histf!'rical Sketch 01 the circumstances which led
to the settlement 01 Penang & 01 the Trade to the
EClBtward previous to, and since that period.
"Previous to the Peace of 1763 we had little or no Trade
to the Eastward, which center'd wholly with the Dutch.
The Kings of Johore having about 1756 forced the Dutch
to grant them a license to trade in every species of Goods
whether of the Dutch Monoply or not, l removed to Rhiow, a
port on the Island Binting;2 about li68, this Port became frequented by the English & Eastern nations of the Chinese
Archipelago, and tho' under the Monoply of the King & his
Nobles, & subject to a duty of 5 PCt, it encreased so rapidly
that by 1779-80, when ir was interrupted by the American Wars,
it had become an object of anxious uneasyness to the Dutch &
of great mercantile convenience to the English.
[Due to a] Paucity of English Frigates, [a] number of French
& Island privateers had so far repressed individual adventure thzt

the Company experienced a necessity of sending their own Opium
to Market. Capn Geddes arrived at Rhio [wl with a Cargo &
was there blocked up by a French & a Dutch Ship. [T]hey offered
the King 1 d to permit their taking her out of the River.
[T]his was acceded to, & Capn Geddes taken. [A] tardyness in
the Dutch in bringing this t d to the King's Treasury induced
him to approach Malacca with a considerable force, which ended
in a War, in which the King was killed, Rhiow taken, & the
Inhabitants dispersed. 3
1.

This is not quite accurate. The two treaties which the Dutch East
India Company concluded with Sultan Sulaiman of Johore in Novvember 1754, and January 1756, were generally restrictive in nature.
See F.W. Stapel (ed.), Corpus Diplomaticum Neerlando·Indicum
1753·1799 (The Hague, 1955), pp. 22·3, 77·80. In practice, of course,
Johore continued to carry on an "unofficial" trade in tin, opium, and
cloth with the English East India Company.
2. Pulau Bintan. The whole group of islands immediately south of
Singapore was commonly referred to as the Riau archipelago from
about the 1820s. The Lingga archipelago lies further south, fmd
takes its name from the main island in the group, Pulau Lingga.
3. This is a somewhat garbled account. The ship was the Betsy, which
was loaded with 1,466 chests of opium in Calcutta, and sailed to Riau
under instructions to dispose of the opium in Malayan waters, and
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During the American War great inconvenience was experienced from the necessity which our Fleet was under of gomg
to Bombay, as it left the Bay [of Bengall & our possessions -&
·communications without defence from October to April. [T]his,
as'it affected the supply of the Carnatic' with provisIOns, inVOlved
consequences of suc:h serious import as induced Government to
make enquiries after a Port of retreat for the Fleet, in the Bay.4
And the inconveniences experienced bv Traders from the
want of Rhiow as a mart of Exchange, inctuced a wish that a
settlement equal to remedying both might be made.
While Governrf'.ent & the public remained in this state,
Mr Light's procuring a grant of Penang determined their vicws
'
to a point,5
l'he capture of Rhiow by the Dutch was in 1785,6 tho' it
had been blockaded at times tor 2 years, & Pinang was settled in
Aug t 1786. 7
When this settlement was first made, had an examination
.deserving credence been ordered, or had credence been given to
such as was order'd, it is most natural to suppose that Government would have adopted measures most likely to render it useJul for the purposes intended.
to carry the unsold part to Canton. She disposed of 59,600 Spanish
dollars' worth of her cargo before she was captured by a French
privateer at Riau. Her commander, Robert Geddes, escaped with this
money which he paid into the Canton treasury. Raja Haji, who until
this period had been on fairly good terms with the Dutch, fell out
with them because they refused to give him any of the spoils of the
Betsy. In revenge he cailed upon his Bugis bretheren in Selangor and
Rembau, and began raiding along the Malacca Straits. This led to the
,Dutch blockade of Riau which, having failed, gave Raja Haji the
opportunity of investing Malacca. The arrival of Jacob Pieter van
Braam's fleet at Malacca in June 1784 forced the Bugis to raise the
seige, and Raja Haji was himself killed. The Dutch quickly followed
this up by capturing Riau and severely circumscribing Bugis influence
there. See RD. Willstedt, A History of Malaya (Singapore, 1962),
pp.149-5I. Willstedt gives the Betsy's cargo as 1154 chests of opium;
I have followed the figure in H.B. Morse, The Chronicles of the Ea,~t
India COlllpany trading to Cllina, 1635-1834 (Oxford, 1926-9), II,
p. 76. (I am' grateful to Dr. D.K. Bassett for this latter reference.)
4. See A. Aspinall, Cornwallis in Bengal (Manchester, 1931), App. II,
"The, Begmnings of Penang, 1786-93", for a good account of the
naval factors determining the need for a British settlement to the
. cast of the Bay of Bengal; see also Sir Home Popham, A Descript.ion
of Prince of \Vales Island, in the Streights of Malacca: with its Rea I
apd Probable Advantages and Sources to recommend it as a Marinc
Estilblishment (London, 1805).
'
S. H.P. Clodd, Malaya's First British Pioneer: Thc Life of Francis Light
(London, 1948),·pp. 4 If.
6. ,I See' 'note '3- above.
'7. Clodd, pp. 43 If.
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The difficulty of distinguishing between proposals specious.
or real, and the indecission [sic] which, from repeated deceptions,
marks the measures of all Governments in adopting new undertakings, plainly evinces their opinion of man in general, & thence
the caution with which they give credence to reports & their
indecission [sic] in determining between undertakings, either of
which may answer & both perhaps unnecessary.
Whatever the cause, the measures indicate either a doubt
of their reports or a change of opinion respecting the general
measure, so that they remained balancing from 1787 to Decr 1792
between [the] Andamans & Penang, & thence nothing was done
for either. 8
During this interval the two infant settlements exhibited a.
curious experiment in estimating the difference between natural
& forced advantages.
In Dec r 1792 the Andamans remain'd as settled with an
Establishment, but no acquired Trade, population or cultivation.
While Penang in 1792 had invited for Trade, provisions,
or repairs 300 vessels annually to frequent its port, hesides 1000
of Country Vessels;o had acquired a Revenue of 30,000 SpDs
8.

A convict station and refuge harbour had been established in the'
Andamans, and Commodore (afterwards Admiral) Sir William Cornwallis, who was in charge of the East India Company's Indian fleet,
favoured the founding of a settlement there because of its proximity
to Bengal. Major Kyd was appointed by the Company to visit both
stations, and his report of 20 August 1795, though it gave a balanced
appraisal of the advantages of each settlement, generally favoured
Penang: "In determining the selection of a harbour it is of first
importance that the situation of it should combine with other
requisites that of an easy and expeditious communication with the
different settlements in India at all seasons of the year
Port
Cornwallis [in the Andamansl certainly possesses this advantage in a
degree superior to Prince of Wales' Island.... It is however to be
considered that Port Cornwallis is out of the track of regular com·
merce, and an establishment there would answer no other purpose
than a harbour and a receptacle for convicts, while Prince of Wales'
Island is better calculated for defending the Straits of Malacca and
for securing communication to the eastward .... " (E.G. Cullin and
W.F. Zehnder, The Early History of Penang, 1592-1827 (Penang,
1905), pp. 13·14.)
9. These figures are much exaggerated. As late as 1799 there were only
168 arrivals at Penang (estimated tonnae:e: 39,371) and in 1802
some 241 arrivals (estimated tonnage: 56,820). See Sir George Leith,
A Short Account of the Settlement, Produce, and Commerce. of
Prince of 'Vales Island in the Straits of Malacca (London, 1804),
pp. 50-1.
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Enemy's possession, should induce them to make it as useful
& as little Expensive as possible.
What is done" in a manner without system or aid, originated
in a General Declaration of the Superintendant13 In the name
of Governm t . That a protection in Person & property with
liberty to turn their industry to account at pleasure, to profess
every religion which was consistent with general good & peace
of the whole.
.
That everyone should have a property in the lands he cleared,
and Grants given in perpituity lsic] as soon as the Boundaries
could be ascertained.
Such as had faith in these declarations had to struggle
against an Established Trade, & large Capitals at Malacca &
Batavia, besides a fear of insult at home & depredation abroad
from the indefensible state in which the settlement remained,
the large property it often contained, and inflammable materials
of which its Houses were fonned. 14
Yet such is the effect [ofl a perfect liberty of Exchange at
pleasure, such the common advantages of these Exchanges, that
we in a few years reduced the Duty at Malacca from 85 mill
P Ann m to 40,000 ROs & the imports of Opium to Batavia from
2 to 1000 Chests.
Our progress in drawing the Trade of the Chinese Archipelago is likely to be nipped in the bud by measures adopted in
Bengal to understand which it may be necessary to particularize
one branch of our Trade.
The natives of [the] Celebes dispatch to all the Countrys
round them Prows whose Cargoes are, Lungus,15 Wax & some
Gold. [T]hesc Lungus they retail in a circuitous track along
Timor, Flores, Cambaia, Bally, Borneo, Sumatra, [the] Malay
Peninsula, & the numberless Islands connected therewith, in
Exchange for Gord, with which they arrive in Sept & Octr at
Penang to purchase Opium & piece Goods, Iron, Saltpetre,
Brimstone, Stick Lack &c.
While Mint Certificates were received in payment of Opium,
13.
14.
15.

Of Penang.
As was shown in 1808 when a fire, which broke out in a Chinese
bakel)' in Georgetown, destroyed property to the value of 534,750
Spanish dollars. (Cullin and Zehnder, p. 29).
A checkered cotton_ cloth used for rnakin~ sarongs.
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APPENDIX A
The Failure of Penang al a Naval Bale and
Shipbuilding Centre.
By

M.

STUBBS BROWN

One of the main disappointments felt about Penang in
the years after its elevation to Presidency status in 1805 was its
failure as a naval base and shipbuilding centre. One of the
most important motives of the Company in promoting Penang
to the fourth Presidency had been the conviction that it was the
most suitable site for a naval base. It was expected that its
main function would be to defend the east coast of India against
rival European forces during the Napoleonic Wars. Penang's
role was further defined by the division of the Eastern Fleet into
two parts, one based on Bombay and the other on Penang, and
by the choice of Phillip Dundas (nephew of Henry Dundas, l
and formerly on the naval establishment at Bombay) as the first
governor of the Presidency. In the event however, the opinions
previously expressed by such men as Macalister,2 Leith 8 and
Popham 4 on Penang's suitability as a naval base proved
to be over-optimistic. A series of unforeseen difficulties caused
prolonged local delays, and there was a growing reluctance at
home to put the plan into effect. Britain's naval supremacy,
established in both European and Indian waters by the battle
of Trafalgar, rendered unnecessary a large naval and shipbuilding
centre at Penang. The home government therefore lost interest
ill the scheme, and when the Admiralty withdrew its financial
support, the Directors, faced with heavy financial commitments
in India, were not in a position to support it alone. Since
Penang's revenues were also insufficient to pay for the project,
C.H. Philips, The East India Company 1784·1834. (Manchester,
1961) passim. Henry Dundas was President of the Board of Control
from 1784·1801.
2. N. Macalistel, Historical Memoir Relative to Prince of Wales Island ....
(London, 1803).
3. Sir George Leith, A Short Account of the Settlement Produce and
Commerce of Prince of Wales Island in the Straits of Malacca
(London 1805).
4. Sir Home Popham, A Description of Prince of Wales Island in the
Streights
of Malacca (London, 1805).
1.
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